Toucan Active Instructions
Salt brine dispenser. 2.5ltr

container with a 30ml
“Pelican” pump. One “pump”
of 30mls brine solution
for every 10ltrs of water
in the tank. The bottom of
the container is lined with
ordinary salt tablets and
then filled with tap water,
this makes a super saturated
salt brine solution. As the
salt brine solution decreases
in the dispenser because of
usage, just fill up again with
water. At some point over
several weeks the salt tablets
will have dissolved, you then
simply add more tablets
to cover the bottom of the
container and add water.

Generator: on/off switch is
on the right-hand side. Press
button on the front to start
activation process, the green
light will turn blue for 15
minutes whilst activation
process is taking place in the
tank. When blue light turns
back to green then the solution
is ready to use.
Tank: 10lt tank to be filled with
ordinary tap water.
Dispensing tap: to put
activated solution into
spray bottles or buckets.

Instructions:
1. Fill 10ltr tank with tap water, then add 1 x “pump” (30ml) of brine solution into the tank. 1 PUMP
(30ml) IS SUFFICIENT – DO NOT ADD ANY MORE AS THIS WILL CAUSE THE DEVICE NOT TO
ACTIVATE!
2. Switch on generator, light will show green, press the button once and light will go from green to
blue. Activation process is now taking place and will last 15minutes.
3. When activation is finished blue light goes back to green and the solution is ready to dispense
into spray bottles and buckets via the dispensing tap.
4. When more solution is needed just repeat the actions above in the same order.
The solution made is dual purpose, an excellent sanitiser that will kill on contact and also a very
good cleaning product for everyday use. The solution has undergone stringent laboratory scientific
testing. The solution made is non-toxic, non-allergenic, non-hazardous to people or animals and is
environmentally friendly. 			

